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We analyze the accuracy of the Coulomb energy calculated using the Gaussian-and-finite-element-
Coulomb (GFC) method. In this approach, the electrostatic potential associated with the molecular
electronic density is obtained by solving the Poisson equation and then used to calculate matrix
elements of the Coulomb operator. The molecular electrostatic potential is expanded in a mixed
Gaussian-finite-element (GF) basis set consisting of Gaussian functions of s symmetry centered on
the nuclei (with exponents obtained from a full optimization of the atomic potentials generated by
the atomic densities from symmetry-averaged restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock theory) and shape
functions defined on uniform finite elements. The quality of the GF basis is controlled by means of
a small set of parameters; for a given width of the finite elements d, the highest accuracy is achieved
at smallest computational cost when tricubic (n = 3) elements are used in combination with two
(γ H = 2) and eight (γ 1st = 8) Gaussians on hydrogen and first-row atoms, respectively, with ex-
ponents greater than a given threshold (αG

min = 0.5). The error in the calculated Coulomb energy
divided by the number of atoms in the system depends on the system type but is independent of
the system size or the orbital basis set, vanishing approximately like d4 with decreasing d. If the
boundary conditions for the Poisson equation are calculated in an approximate way, the GFC method
may lose its variational character when the finite elements are too small; with larger elements, it is
less sensitive to inaccuracies in the boundary values. As it is possible to obtain accurate boundary
conditions in linear time, the overall scaling of the GFC method for large systems is governed by
another computational step—namely, the generation of the three-center overlap integrals with three
Gaussian orbitals. The most unfavorable (nearly quadratic) scaling is observed for compact, truly
three-dimensional systems; however, this scaling can be reduced to linear by introducing more effec-
tive techniques for recognizing significant three-center overlap distributions. © 2013 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4817002]

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the techniques aimed at achieving an efficient
method (in terms of computational cost and scaling of com-
putation time with the system size) for calculating matrix el-
ements of the Coulomb operator

Jab = 〈φa|Ĵ |φb〉

= (φaφb|ρ) =
∫

φa(r1)φb(r1)
1

r12
ρ(r2) dr1 dr2 (1)

is the GFC method proposed in 2007 by Hirao and co-
workers1 and further developed in that group.2, 3 The GFC
method consists of two main steps. First, the Poisson
equation,

∇2V (r) = −4πρ(r), (2)

is solved to obtain the electrostatic potential V (r) generated
by the electronic density ρ(r). This electrostatic potential is
expanded in a mixed Gaussian-finite-element (GF) basis set
consisting of two different types of functions: finite-element
shape functions (responsible for modeling the slowly varying
part of the potential) and Gaussian functions centered on the
atomic nuclei (responsible for describing the large variations

in the potential in the region where the nuclei are located).
The expansion coefficients are obtained by solving a large but
sparse system of linear equations. In the second and final step
of the GFC method, the matrix elements of the Coulomb op-
erator are calculated as overlap integrals

Jab = 〈φaφb|V 〉 =
∫

φa(r)φb(r)V (r) dr. (3)

As a result, the problem of calculating four-center two-
electron integrals with the integral kernel 1/r12 is trans-
formed to the problem of evaluating two- and three-center
one-electron overlap integrals (between functions of differ-
ent kinds) and solving a system of linear equations. In this
manner, the computational cost and scaling property for large
molecular systems may be significantly reduced compared
with the traditional, analytical integral techniques.

The GFC method can be viewed as belonging to a larger
class of methods that decompose molecular functions such as
the density and the potential into a sum of spherical compo-
nents (of analytical or numerical form) centered on the atoms
and a remaining part, represented as an expansion in plane
waves or local finite-element basis functions.4–12 In these
methods, the atom-centered functions are utilized to describe,
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in an efficient manner, the complicated behavior of the con-
sidered molecular function that occurs near the nuclei.

So far, efforts have been focused on improving the scal-
ing properties of the GFC approach. For instance, in Ref. 2,
the authors proposed to overcome the main bottleneck in their
first implementation—that is, the evaluation of boundary con-
ditions for the Poisson equation—by using the fast multipole
method13 (FMM) rather than an exact analytical treatment. In
this manner, the authors were able to gain significant speedups
(especially for large systems) without a significant loss of ac-
curacy. Additionally, important issues related to the efficient
evaluation of the analytical gradients within the GFC formal-
ism were discussed in Ref. 3. Here, apart from addressing the
scaling properties of the GFC method, we analyze mainly the
accuracy of this approach.

The article is organized as follows. First, in Sec. II, we
formulate the boundary-value problem for the Poisson equa-
tion and, in particular, present an approximate method for
solving it by minimizing an appropriate functional with the
potential expanded in a set of fixed functions. Next, in Sec. III,
we justify the use of GF basis sets, which combine functions
of different character, by examining the calculated potential
in a typical physical situation. Also, we propose a method for
generating GF basis functions by means of a small set of GF
control parameters.

Our implementation of the GFC method is outlined in
Sec. IV, while a detailed description of several numerical
aspects, including computation of integrals involving both
finite-element shape functions and Gaussian functions, is
given in Sec. V. The influence of the GF parameters on
the accuracy of calculated Coulomb energy is the topic of
Sec. VI. We conclude our study with final remarks in
Sec. VII. Atomic units are used throughout the article.

II. FORMULATION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE
PROBLEM

In solving the Poisson equation, Eq. (2), for a non-
periodic and finite, possibly very large, molecule, we restrict
ourselves to a solution V (r) defined on some finite, con-
nected domain � ⊂ R3, large enough to enclose the entire
electronic density ρ(r). In principle, the density is nonzero
everywhere but in many standard problems (such as a sin-
gle molecule in the electronic ground state), ρ(r) vanishes
exponentially at large distances from the atoms. Therefore,
we may define � as a rectangular box chosen in such a way
that ρ(r) everywhere outside the box is smaller than some
threshold value. On the other hand, the electrostatic poten-
tial V (r) decays slowly, being asymptotically proportional to
1/r, or, more specifically, to Nel/ |r − rCCE|, where Nel is the
number of electrons in the system and rCCE is the center of
charge of electrons, rCCE = ∫

rρ(r) dr . The resulting poten-
tial can therefore be large on the faces of the box determined
entirely by the above density criterion, thereby affecting the
accuracy of the matrix elements Jab computed according to
Eq. (3) when the integration over the entire R3 is restricted
to �. To avoid this problem, � must not only be sufficiently
large to enclose ρ(r) but also to contain all significant over-

lap distributions Pab(r) = φa(r)φb(r) of atomic or molecular
orbitals φa(r) and φb(r).

After selecting the domain � (with its boundary denoted
by �), the Poisson equation, Eq. (2), becomes a boundary
value problem:{∇2V (r) = −4πρ(r), r ∈ �,

V (r) = V �(r), r ∈ �.
(4)

Here V �(r) specifies the exact values of the potential that a
proper solution needs to take on � (essential boundary condi-
tions), generated in advance from the expression

V �(r) =
∫

1

|r − r ′|ρ(r ′) dr ′ , r ∈ �. (5)

Since the molecular density ρ(r) has a system-specific, com-
plicated shape, it is impossible in general to obtain V �(r) in
a closed analytical form, and some approximate representa-
tion must be employed. The potential varies from one point
on � to another but, if � is large enough, this variation is
smooth and slow. Therefore, a practical strategy for construct-
ing V �(r) is first to calculate it on a dense grid of points on
� using some direct analytical or numerical method. After-
wards, V �(r) can be provided as input to a procedure for
solving the boundary value problem in Eq. (4), either in the
form of a discrete set of values or as a function obtained by
polynomial interpolation.

The proper boundary behavior of the solution to the prob-
lem in Eq. (4) is conveniently enforced by expressing V (r) as
a sum of two terms:

V (r) = v�(r) + v(r), (6)

where v�(r) is an extension of V �(r) (defined only on �)
to the whole domain �. This extension is not unique: v�(r)
may be chosen freely as long as it is continuous and bounded
on �, with continuous and bounded first and second deriva-
tives. However, in the formalism employed in our study and
outlined below, only first derivatives are considered and it suf-
fices that the three Cartesian components of ∇v�(r) are piece-
wise continuous and bounded on �.

Once a specific form of v�(r) has been chosen in Eq. (6),
we determine v(r) by minimizing the following functional
with respect to variations in the test functions u(r) (weak for-
mulation of the problem):14

J [u] = 1

2
〈∇u|∇u〉 − 4π〈u|ρ〉 + 〈∇u|∇v�〉. (7)

The search is restricted to functions that are elements of a
linear space V defined as follows:

V = {u(r) : R3 ⊃ � → R | u(r) is continuous, bounded,

and vanishes on �; components of ∇u(r)

are piecewise continuous and bounded}. (8)

The condition that functions in V are zero on � is crucial for
ensuring that the exact solution V (r) to the boundary value
problem in Eq. (4) is also a solution to the minimization prob-
lem in Eq. (7), given the Ansatz in Eq. (6) and the known
fixed form of v�(r). To show the converse, some stronger
constraints must be imposed on v�(r) and the elements of
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FIG. 1. The electronic density ρ(r) (upper panel; note change of scale on vertical axis) and the potential V (r) (lower panel) along the Z-axis for a system
of three collinear ethane molecules (all six carbon atoms are located on the Z-axis). For the potential, the dotted line is the slowly varying component to be
represented by the finite-element shape functions, while the dashed line is the component that at small electron–nucleus distances resembles potentials in free
atoms, to be represented by the auxiliary Gaussian basis functions. The shaded area indicates the outer region (see text).

the space V , including the existence and continuity of second
derivatives.14

After introducing a set of basis functions {ξi(r)} for the
functions in V , we can express the test functions u(r) in
Eq. (7) as linear combinations:

u(r) =
∑

i

ciξi(r). (9)

The optimal expansion coefficients ci are obtained by insert-
ing the expansion in Eq. (9) into Eq. (7) and setting all deriva-
tives ∂J (c1, c2, . . . )/∂ci to zero. This procedure gives a set
of linear equations to be solved,

Ac = b, (10)

whose matrix and vector elements are given by

Aij =
∫

∇ξi(r)∇ξj (r) dr, (11)

bi = 4π

∫
ξi(r)ρ(r) dr −

∫
∇ξi(r)∇v�(r) dr. (12)

III. BASIS FUNCTIONS IN THE GFC METHOD

The GFC method assumes a special choice of basis func-
tions {ξi(r)}.1 The basis set combines a set of finite-element
shape functions {ξFE

A (r)} with a set of auxiliary Gaussian
functions {ξG

α (r)}:
{ξi(r)} = {ξFE

A (r)} ∪ {ξG
α (r)}. (13)

The shape functions are polynomials of a given order with
compact support, vanishing identically outside some small
subdomains of �. The shape functions span a linear space

VFE that is an approximation to the space V in Eq. (8) such
that VFE ⊂ V . Any change in the polynomial order or in the
size or shape of the subdomains produces a new finite-element
space VFE. The set of auxiliary Gaussians contains functions
of fixed angular-momentum quantum numbers, exponents,
and positions.

The motivation for using a mixed basis set of shape func-
tions and Gaussians is based on an analysis of a typical phys-
ical situation in molecular systems. To illustrate, we have in
Fig. 1 plotted the variations in ρ(r) and V (r) for the simple
case of three ethane molecules placed one after another on an
axis. By observing the behavior of the electronic density ρ(r)
and the associated potential V (r), we may split the domain �

into roughly two regions. In the outer region, which consists
of points located outside the molecule, far from the nuclei (the
shaded region in Fig. 1), the density ρ(r) is small and van-
ishes exponentially with the distance from the molecule. Here
V (r) decays smoothly and slowly like the long-range part
of 1/r and can be accurately reproduced by low-order shape
functions on large finite elements. By contrast, in the inner
region, where ρ(r) is concentrated and undergoes large and
rapid variations (by several orders of magnitude), V (r) has
narrow peaks near the nuclei (but broader and much smaller
than the density peaks) with moderate values between the nu-
clei. Such a situation generates high gradients. To describe the
large inner-region fluctuations of V (r) exclusively in terms of
shape functions, at an accuracy comparable with that achieved
in the outer region, much finer finite elements and possibly
higher-order shape functions are needed.15, 16

On the other hand, we observe that, in a molecule, the
electronic density ρ(r) close to a nucleus is nearly spherical
and similar to that in the corresponding atom (except for pro-
tons, whose core electronic densities may deviate significantly
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from that in hydrogen atom). We likewise expect the molec-
ular potential V (r) to have components that near the nuclei
are spherically symmetric and similar in shape to the poten-
tials in free atoms, see Fig. 1. For a given nucleus, this short-
range component of V (r) is shifted upwards by a slowly vary-
ing function, composed of a residual potential from the same
nucleus (approximately constant at small distances r from
the nucleus and smoothly transforming into the 1/r shape at
larger r), of long-range potentials from all other nuclei, and
of effects in V (r) resulting from deviations in ρ(r) from the
sum of atomic densities due to interactions.

The functional form of V (r) thus has two natural length
scales: rapid variations close to the nuclei and a smooth and
slowly changing residual variation. Therefore, instead of re-
fining the finite-element representation in the inner region,
we may try to include in V functions that resemble accu-
rately atomic potentials at short electron–nucleus distances.
When all the rapid inner-region changes in V (r) are described
by auxiliary functions centered on the nuclei, the finite ele-
ments used for describing the remaining part of the poten-
tial can be of the same size and order as those used in the
outer region, thereby reducing the total number of shape func-
tions. As a result, the addition of auxiliary functions sim-
ulating V (r) in the critical areas of the domain � should
make it possible to obtain a good-quality description of the
system using a GF basis containing a moderate number of
elements.

The choice of Gaussian functions as elements of the aux-
iliary basis set was motivated in Ref. 1 by the spherical nature
of these functions and the resulting simple analytical form
of integrals when the GFC method is applied. In fact, it can
be shown that Gaussians are especially well suited for rep-
resenting the short-range part of atomic potentials when the
electronic wave function itself—and consequently the elec-
tronic density—is expanded in products of Gaussians, as is
common in modern computational chemistry. In particular,
the solution to the Poisson equation in Eq. (2) for a unit-
charge Gaussian distribution ρG(r) = (α/π )3/2 exp(−α r2)
has the form VG(r) = erf(

√
α r)/r . The Taylor series expan-

sion of VG(r) around r = 0 then includes only even pow-
ers of r, and the difference between VG(r) and the Gaussian
(10/9) (α/π )1/2exp (−3/5 α r2) (the residual potential) reduces
to the constant (8/9) (α/π )1/2 plus terms of order O(r6). For
larger α, the transition of the residual potential from being al-
most constant to the long-range 1/r decay occurs at smaller
distances r and is sharper.

It is interesting to note that, even when the electronic
wave function and density correctly satisfy the electron–
nucleus cusp condition, the corresponding potential behaves
in a more regular way near the coalescence point. For exam-
ple, if the electronic density is described by a single Slater-
type unit-charge distribution ρS(r) = (α3/8π ) exp(−α r), the
particular solution to the Poisson equation in Eq. (2), which

behaves for large r like 1/r, is VS(r) = [(1 − exp(−α r))/
r − (α/2) exp(−α r)]. Since the first radial derivative of VS(r)
vanishes at r = 0 [more specifically, the term linear in r, and
only this term, is zero in the expansion of VS(r)], the short-
range part of this function can be effectively represented by a
combination of Gaussian functions.

A. Finite-element basis functions

To simplify the derivation and to speed up the calcula-
tions of the integrals involving the finite-element shape func-
tions, we partition the domain � into a set of uniform sub-
domains (finite elements). As the subdomains we choose
rectangular boxes with edges parallel to the axes of the
Cartesian coordinate system. Each finite element has volume
dXdYdZ, where dI is the length of the element in a given di-
rection, I = X, Y, Z. There are a total of NXNYNZ such subdo-
mains, where NI is the smallest integer such that NIdI is larger
than the diameter of � in that direction. With no loss of gen-
erality, we may then redefine and extend the domain � to be
exactly the rectangular box of dimensions NIdI.

Shape functions on a model finite element are expressed
as tensor products of one-dimensional Lagrange interpola-
tion polynomials of degree nI in each direction I. There are
in total (nX + 1)(nY + 1)(nZ + 1) such model functions,
each indexed by a triple (i′, j′, k′) where i′ = 0, . . . , nX, j′

= 0, . . . , nY, k′ = 0, . . . , nZ. The triple (i′, j′, k′) also in-
dexes points in a regular grid within the model finite element,
with local coordinates relative to the origin of the element:
(xi ′ , yj ′ , zk′) = (i ′hX, j ′hY , k′hZ) with grid mesh sizes hI

= dI/nI. The model shape functions are constructed in such a
way that every function is associated with a single grid point,
which means that a given shape function is equal to one for a
corresponding grid point and zero for all the other grid points.

When the model finite element is populated in the whole
domain �, the global regular grid is also introduced, consist-
ing of (NXnx + 1)(NYnY + 1)(NZnZ + 1) points indexed by
triples (i, j, k) with i = 0, . . . , NXnX and likewise for j and
k. A given global grid point may belong to one, two, four, or
eight finite elements, depending on whether it corresponds to
a local grid point inside a single finite element, on the face
between two elements, on the edge shared by four elements,
or at the vertex of eight different elements, respectively. Ac-
cordingly, a global shape function associated with (i, j, k) is
the sum of model shape functions (each defined entirely on a
single element) coming from all the finite elements that this
point belongs to

ξijk(r) =
∑
M

(i,j,k)∈M

ξM
ijk(r), (14)

where, from now on, the finite-element basis functions ξFE
A (r)

will be referred to as ξijk(r). To summarize, we define the
model shape functions ξM

ijk(r) as

ξM
ijk(r) =

{
Li ′(x − XM )Lj ′(y − YM )Lk′(z − ZM ) if (i, j, k) ∈ M,

0 otherwise,
(15)
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where

� (i, j, k) is the global index of the grid point in the do-
main �,

� (i′, j′, k′) is the local index of the grid point in the finite
element M,

� (XM, YM, ZM) is the origin of the finite element M,
� Li ′(x) is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial

Li ′(x) =
nX∏

l′=0
l′ �=i ′

x − xl′

xi ′ − xl′
0 ≤ i ′ ≤ nX, 0 ≤ x ≤ dX,

(16)
and Lj ′ (y) and Lk′(z) are defined in a similar way.

The shape functions in Eq. (14) are by construction con-
tinuous, bounded, and have compact support (on the volume
of at most eight finite elements). Their derivatives are continu-
ous and bounded within every finite element, but have discon-
tinuities at the boundaries of the elements. Moreover, func-
tions associated with grid points located within � are zero on
the boundary �, and hence may be elements of the set V in
Eq. (8). The remaining shape functions—that is, those asso-
ciated with grid points on �—form a set V� [they will be
referred to as ξ�

ijk(r)] and may be utilized for creating both
a convenient polynomial interpolation of the boundary con-
ditions function V �(r) and its extension v�(r) to the entire
domain �, see the discussion in Sec. II.

B. The auxiliary Gaussian basis set

Before the GFC method can be applied to a molecular
system, an accurate and compact representation of the short-
range parts of the atomic potentials must be determined in
terms of the auxiliary Gaussian basis functions, separately
for each atom type. A straightforward approach is to employ
some of the functions in expansions that accurately reproduce,
for a given atom type, the entire potential in terms of Gaussian
functions alone. Gaussians forming the optimal expansions
can be obtained by minimizing a functional similar to that of
Eq. (7), with the atomic density ρ(r) computed at some cho-
sen level of theory. For atoms, we may take the entire R3 as
the domain �. The last (boundary) term of Eq. (7) then be-
comes zero, since atomic potentials vanish at infinity and we
can assume v�(r) = 0.

For large systems, electronic-structure calculations are
usually limited to the Hartree–Fock or Kohn–Sham levels of
theory, so the atomic densities ρ(r) used in the optimization
should be of similar quality. To ensure a spherical symme-
try of the densities and resulting potentials, we employed as
a source of ρ(r) restricted open-shell Hartree–Fock (ROHF)
theory with the wave function represented in the form of a
spherically averaged combination of degenerate Slater de-
terminants, introduced in Ref. 17. For closed-shell atoms,
this method reduces to the standard restricted Hartree–Fock
(RHF) theory. For open-shell atoms with an electron config-
uration described by several term symbols, the optimization
was performed for the ground-state term (according to the
Hund’s rules) of a given atom type. The spherical symmetry

of the atomic potentials allowed us to consider for the opti-
mization only combinations of Gaussians of s symmetry.

In Ref. 1, it was proposed to employ atomic densi-
ties from unrestricted Hartree–Fock (UHF) theory. For some
atoms not belonging to the s block such as the first-row el-
ements boron, carbon, oxygen, and fluorine, the electronic
density is then not spherically symmetric; the authors of
Ref. 1 then expanded the potential in a set of s and
d Gaussians. This approach significantly, and unnecessarily,
increases the number of functions needed to reproduce the
atomic potentials and, consequently, size of the final auxiliary
Gaussian basis set.

For all atom types, we decided to optimize fully all non-
linear parameters—the exponents of the Gaussian s functions
(normalized to unity)—rather than to generate them from an
even-tempered sequence as done in Ref. 1. In fact, optimal
even-tempered sequences were utilized only as starting points
to the optimization procedure. The nonlinear parameters were
then carefully optimized using Powell’s method. In each call
to the routine calculating the value of the modified func-
tional in Eq. (7), the coefficients in the Gaussian expansion
of the atomic potential were determined by solving a sys-
tem of linear equations similar to that in Eqs. (10)–(12). In
the optimized sets, the ratios between two consecutive expo-
nents (sorted in decreasing order) are always monotonically
increasing (but with a less regular behavior for the ratios in-
volving the largest exponents).

Most of the Gaussian functions used in the expansion of
the atomic potential for a given atom type are responsible
for reproducing the slowly decaying long-range part of the
potential (proportional to 1/r), with only a few of the steep-
est Gaussians modeling the potential close to the nucleus.
Only these, the most compact functions, are used to form
the auxiliary Gaussian basis set of the GFC method. They
are selected by setting, for all atoms, a common threshold
value αG

min: functions with optimized exponents greater than
αG

min are included in the auxiliary basis; the remaining are
discarded. With smaller αG

min, more functions are accepted
in the basis, increasing the regions around the nuclei where
the shape of the potential is correctly described. Therefore,
by lowering the threshold, we control, to some extent, how
smooth the residual potential in the inner region becomes,
thereby improving the quality of the uniform finite-element
representation for this residual potential. However, when de-
termining the optimal threshold αG

min, two additional impor-
tant issues must be taken into consideration.

The first problem is that Gaussians have an infinite sup-
port. Therefore, they are nonzero on the boundary � of any
bounded domain � and formally cannot be elements of V in
Eq. (8). In particular, a linear combination of auxiliary Gaus-
sians, with coefficients computed by solving the GFC equa-
tions, Eqs. (10)–(12), in the whole mixed GF basis set, takes at
all points on � some nonzero values that cannot be predicted
exactly in advance. The existence of these artificial boundary
values violates the assumption that the solution to the problem
in Eq. (4) obtained from the GFC method fulfills correctly the
boundary conditions (already fixed in terms of the boundary
shape functions from the set V� , see Sec. III A). In practice, to
minimize the influence of the artificial boundary values on the
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final results, it is sufficient to ensure that they are negligibly
small compared with the true values of the potential on � (by
at least several orders of magnitude). This can be achieved by
ensuring that � is sufficiently far from the nuclei and that the
functions included in the auxiliary Gaussian basis are suffi-
ciently tight, by using a large threshold αG

min. Note that, in the
GFC method, the size of the domain � is determined based on
the condition of smallness of the molecular density ρ(r) and
overlap distributions of orbitals Pab(r) outside �, see Sec. II.
We can then estimate a lower bound for the acceptable values
of αG

min as twice the smallest exponent αmin appearing in the
regular orbital basis set for all atom types in the molecule:

αG
min � 2αmin, (17)

noting that a product of two primitive Gaussians with expo-
nents αmin centered on the same nucleus gives the most dif-
fuse function in the expansions of ρ(r) and Pab(r) in a given
atomic orbital (AO) basis set.

The second problem in choosing αG
min arises from the fact

that the shape functions (three-dimensional polynomials of
degree nXnYnZ) on uniform finite elements form effectively a
set of piecewise interpolation polynomials for all slowly vary-
ing functions (such as the diffuse Gaussians) on �. Therefore,
the GF basis set can become linearly dependent, leading to
numerical instabilities of the GFC method. To avoid such de-
pendencies, the characteristic length scale of spatial variations
of the most diffuse function in the auxiliary Gaussian basis
set (measured, for instance, as the distance between inflection

points, hG =
√

2/αG
min) should be similar to or smaller than

(again implying larger values of αG
min) the minimal grid mesh

size, hFE = min (hX, hY, hZ). The derivation of a strict con-
straint on the acceptable values of αG

min from this condition is
more difficult than from the condition of smallness of the aux-
iliary Gaussian basis functions on the boundary �. Indeed, it
appears possible only to verify by numerical experimentation
whether a given value of the threshold αG

min generates a lin-
early independent GF basis set or not.

Apart from the value of αG
min, the quality of the auxiliary

Gaussian basis set depends on the number of Gaussian func-
tions γ Z, where Z is the symbol of chemical element, em-
ployed to describe the shape of the short-range potential for
a given atom type. The optimal values for γ Z can be deduced
only by performing numerical tests.

In our calculations, each auxiliary Gaussian basis set has
been generated such that it is unambiguously identified by a
set of parameters {αG

min, γ
Z}. For each atom type, we have pre-

pared, using the full optimization procedure discussed above,
a collection of optimal expansions of the entire atomic po-
tential in terms of �Z = 1, 2, . . . , �Z

max Gaussians (with �Z
max

typically equal to 50), with the functions in each expansion
sorted in order of decreasing exponents. As elements of the
auxiliary Gaussian basis set defined by {αG

min, γ
Z}, we ac-

cepted, for a given atom type Z, the leading γ Z exponents
taken from the expansion with the shortest length �Z for
which αG

min is closer to γ Z-th exponent than to the second
nearest exponent [i.e., either (γ Z + 1)th or (γ Z − 1)th] which
together limit the value of αG

min both from above and from
below. Closeness is here defined in terms of the ratio of two

numbers—that is, for the three consecutive numbers a > x
> b, x is considered to be closer to a than to b if a/x < x/b,
and x is closer to b than to a if the opposite inequality is true.

IV. OUTLINE OF THE COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME

Our implementation of the GFC method, which is a part
of a development version of LSDALTON18 package, consists of
several steps as described below. A more thorough discussion
of some computational aspects of this implementation is given
in Sec. V.

1. Given the molecular density ρ(r) and orbital basis set,
determine the domain �.

2. Define a uniform finite-element representation (by spec-
ifying for each Cartesian direction I the length dI of the
model finite element and the degree nI of the shape func-
tions) and increase � so that it fits in this finite-element
representation, see Sec. III A. Divide all grid points into
two sets of points, boundary and internal. Generate the
auxiliary Gaussian basis set corresponding to the chosen
set of parameters {αG

min, γ
Z}.

3. Calculate the exact values of the potential at the bound-
ary grid points and collect them in the vector v� .

4. Calculate the stiffness matrix A in Eq. (11) (except as
noted the indices of shape functions refer to internal grid
points):
(a) generate the reduced information needed to per-

form multiplications of the finite-element part of A,
AFE

ijk,lmn = 〈∇ξijk|∇ξlmn〉, with a vector,
(b) calculate the mixed part Amix

ijk,α = Amix
α,ijk

= 〈∇ξijk|∇ξG
α 〉,

(c) calculate the Gaussian part AG
α,β = 〈∇ξG

α |∇ξG
β 〉.

5. Calculate the right-hand-side vector b in Eq. (12):
(a) calculate the finite-element part bFE

ijk = 〈ξijk|ρ〉
= ∑

ab Dab〈ξijk|φaφb〉, where Dab is the density
matrix,

(b) calculate the Gaussian part bG
α = 〈ξG

α |ρ〉
= ∑

ab Dab〈ξG
α |φaφb〉,

(c) multiply b by 4π ,
(d) include the boundary conditions in the right-hand-

side vector by using values saved in the v� vector,
bFE

ijk = bFE
ijk − ∑

(l,m,n) v
�
lmn〈∇ξijk|∇ξ�

lmn〉, where the
internal grid points (and associated shape functions)
with global indices (i, j, k) belong to finite elements
that share at least one face with the boundary �. The
summation is over all boundary grid points whose
global indices (l, m, n) appear in the same finite ele-
ments (from one up to seven, excluding five, of them)
as (i, j, k).

6. Solve the system of linear equations Ac = b in Eq. (10).
7. Prepare the total solution vector d:

(a) combine exact values of the potential at the boundary
(from v�) and calculated values of the residual po-
tential inside the domain � (the finite-element part
cFE of the solution vector c) into the final-element
part dFE of the total solution vector,

(b) copy the Gaussian part cG of c to form the Gaussian
part dG of d.
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8. Compute the resulting Coulomb integrals Jab in
Eq. (3):
(a) calculate the Gaussian contribution J G

ab

= ∑
α dG

α 〈φaφb|ξG
α 〉,

(b) calculate the finite-element contribution J FE
ab

= ∑
ijk dFE

ijk〈φaφb|ξijk〉, where the summation is
over all (internal and boundary) grid points,

(c) add both contributions Jab = J G
ab + J FE

ab .

The presented scheme can be employed whenever, for a
given density ρ(r), we need to construct a complete set of ma-
trix elements of the Coulomb operator. However, if the GFC
method is used as a means of generating the Coulomb in-
tegrals during successive iterations of a self-consistent-field
(SCF) calculation, then it should be modified by determin-
ing the domain � (Point 1 above) and creating the GF basis
set (Point 2) only once, before the iterative procedure begins.
Density variations from iteration to iteration induce a contin-
uous resizing of the initial, non-enlarged domain � in every
step, which may, at some point, decrease or increase the num-
ber of finite elements needed to include � completely. This
changes the size of the basis set in which the molecular po-
tential is expanded and influences the quality of representing
the boundary conditions, since the approximation of V �(r)
by interpolation polynomials is more (less) accurate when the
boundary � is farther away from (closer to) the nuclei (es-
pecially if the grid of boundary points is coarse). As a re-
sult, the accuracy of the computed integrals may change in
some unpredicted and uncontrollable way, affecting the con-
vergence process. This problem is solved by using the same �

and GF basis set in all iterations. With a fixed GF basis in the
SCF calculations, we can introduce another improvement on
the general scheme—namely, the calculation of the density-
independent stiffness matrix A (Point 4) in the initial iteration
only.

V. NUMERICAL DETAILS

A. Extent of atomic orbital

Our implementation of the GFC method effectively ex-
ploits locality of the GF basis used to expand the potential.
Locality of finite-element shape functions is a trivial conse-
quence of the way they are constructed. However, to measure
the effective size of the auxiliary Gaussians, we must deter-
mine the extent da of a general AO φa(r). We employ the
following prescription.

First, we define that, for a given cutoff δ (the choice of
δ is discussed later), a primitive Gaussian orbital of angular-
momentum quantum number l and exponent α extends from
its center to a distance rα from the center, where rα is a pos-
itive solution (the largest solution if there is more than one
positive solution) to the equation

δ = Cα rl exp(−αr2), (18)

or we arbitrarily set rα = a0 if no solution exists. Next, if φa(r)
is a primitive Gaussian, the constant Cα in Eq. (18) is equal
to the normalization factor, while da of φa(r) is identical to
the extent of this Gaussian, da = rα . Conversely, if φa(r) is
a contracted Gaussian, then its extent is equal to the largest

of the extents of primitives contributing to φa(r), that is
da = max αrα . For each primitive, Cα is a product of the
normalization factor for this primitive, the contraction co-
efficient, and a factor providing normalization of the entire
contraction.

B. Determining the size of the domain �

As noted in Sec. II, the domain � must be sufficiently
large to contain the density ρ(r) and all significant overlap
distributions Pab(r) = φa(r)φb(r). We base our method of es-
tablishing suitable dimensions of � on the concept of orbital
extents presented in Sec. V A.

For each atom type Z, we assign an extent to its atomic
basis set dZ equal to the maximum of the extents of all or-
bitals in the regular basis set of this atom type. All extents dZ

are obtained with the same cutoff δ�. For a given molecule,
the union of spheres centered at the nuclei of all atoms A
of position vector RA = (XA, YA,ZA) and of radius dZ(A) is
completely contained in a rectangular box bounded in the X
direction by X�

min and X�
max,

X�
min = min

A

(
XA − dZ(A)

)
, (19)

X�
max = max

A

(
XA + dZ(A)

)
, (20)

and likewise for the Y and Z directions. As discussed in
Sec. III A, the box is then symmetrically extended in each
direction so that X�

max − X�
min becomes the smallest multiple

of the finite-element size dX that exceeds the width of the orig-
inal, non-extended box. Since the procedure depends on prop-
erties of the regular basis set rather than on ρ(r) itself, it pro-
vides another solution to the problem of fixing � during a
SCF optimization as discussed at the end of Sec. IV.

Both ρ(r) and all Pab(r) are expressed in terms of prod-
ucts of AOs which, according to the Gaussian product rule,19

are more compact than the orbitals themselves. Therefore, the
cutoff δ� need not be very small. Our experience indicates
that, for δ� smaller than 10−3–10−4, the final GFC results
may vary slightly in an unpredictable way but their accu-
racy is stable, δ� = 10−6 being sufficient for most purposes.
Still, we recommend an even more conservative cutoff value
of δ� = 10−9. With this choice, we solve the problem of arti-
ficial boundary values discussed in Sec. III B and address the
(unlikely) situation that some orbital products contribute to
ρ(r) with coefficients significantly larger than one. Moreover,
the relative cost of adopting a smaller δ� (in larger �, there
are more finite elements and more shape functions, resulting
in a longer computation time) decreases with increasing sys-
tem size. For basis sets without diffuse functions, δ� = 10−9

gives atomic extents of about 10a0 for first-row elements.

C. Calculation of boundary conditions

In the original implementation of the GFC method in
Refs. 1–3, the boundary conditions were calculated approx-
imately, by methods chosen for their speed and scaling prop-
erty: the adaptive density-partitioning technique (ADPT)9

and the FMM.13, 20 Since we are here concerned with the
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influence of the GF basis set on the accuracy of the GFC
method, the boundary values were calculated exactly, using
the McMurchie–Davidson scheme21 in the form presented
in Ref. 22, where integrals over solid-harmonic Gaussians
are expanded in integrals over Hermite Gaussians. To cal-
culate the electrostatic potential on �, we need the same
two-center one-electron integrals as needed to describe the
nuclear–electron attraction, but contracting the final molec-
ular integrals with the density matrix (independently for each
grid point) rather than with the nuclear charges.

For completeness, additional calculations were per-
formed to examine the sensitivity of the GFC method to the
quality of the provided boundary data. In a simplified ap-
proach, approximate values of the potential on � were ob-
tained from a point-charge expression

V �(r) =
∑
A

ZA

|r − RA| , r ∈ {boundary grid points}, (21)

where the summation is over all nuclei, of charge ZA and po-
sition RA. This procedure can be used only for neutral sys-
tems. Its accuracy improves with increasing � since, further
from the nuclei, the electronic potential is less sensitive to
the details of the spatial distribution of the charge density and
is closer to regular asymptotic form, which is the same (but
with the opposite sign) as the asymptotic form of the nuclear
potential.

The number of integrals that must be computed in the ex-
act approach scales quadratically with the number of AOs in
the regular orbital basis set and linearly with the number of
boundary grid points. The complexity can be reduced by ne-
glecting contributions to the potential on � from overlap dis-
tributions in ρ(r) created by distant orbitals. We have adopted
the criterion that a given overlap distribution is significant if
the distance between the orbital centers is smaller than the
sum of their extents, where the extents are obtained as de-
scribed in Sec. V A with δ = 10−12. Thus, for sufficiently
large systems, the number of significant overlap distributions
grows only linearly with the size of regular basis set, which is
proportional to the number of atoms Natom. On the other hand,
the number of boundary grid points is proportional to the vol-
ume of � raised to the power of 2/3 and cannot be reduced.
If we assume that � grows linearly with Natom, then the ex-
act calculation of the boundary conditions will scale at least
as O(N5/3

atom)—that is, worse than linearly. Combined with a
large prefactor, this part of the calculation becomes the bot-
tleneck of the GFC method.1, 2 According to Eq. (21), the op-
eration count of the simplified approach grows at a similar
rate, but with a smaller prefactor. Even for a system contain-
ing thousands of atoms, the generation of values of the po-
tential at millions of boundary grid points takes only a few
minutes, which is negligible. If necessary, this time may be
significantly reduced by the fast-multipole method.20

D. Integrals involving only finite-element
shape functions

Integrals involving only finite-element shape functions
appear in Points 4a and 5d on the list in Sec. IV. As dis-

cussed in Sec. III A, every shape function is associated with a
single grid point. Two grid points are said to be close neigh-
bors if their associated shape functions have nonzero overlap.
Since we use uniform finite elements, all internal grid points
fall into a small number of distinct classes. In a given class,
each grid point has a set of close neighbors in a fixed spa-
tial arrangement relative to this point; close neighbors come
from only one, two, four, or eight adjoining finite elements
because of the local character of the shape functions. There
are in total nXnYnZ classes of points: one class for points lo-
cated on the vertices of finite elements, (nX − 1) + (nY − 1)
+ (nZ − 1) classes for points lying on one of three translation-
ally nonequivalent edges of finite elements, (nX − 1)(nY − 1)
+ (nX − 1)(nZ − 1) + (nY − 1)(nZ − 1) classes for points
on three nonequivalent faces, and (nX − 1)(nY − 1)(nZ − 1)
classes for points placed entirely inside finite elements. A set
of close neighbors of any boundary grid point is a proper sub-
set of the set for internal grid points from the corresponding
class.

Because of the small number of essentially different grid
points, it is not necessary to construct AFE explicitly. Instead,
it is sufficient to prepare some generic information: matrix el-
ements between the differentiated shape function associated
with a single grid point of any class and all differentiated
shape functions associated with close neighbors to this point.
Each time a matrix–vector multiplication is required, its ef-
fect can be generated completely from the reduced data. This
approach significantly reduces memory requirements and in-
creases performance.

It is interesting to observe that, because of the ordering of
the internal grid points with global indices (i, j, k), with points
first numbered along the X-axis, then along the Y-axis, and fi-
nally along Z such that nijk = i + j × (NXnX − 1) + k × (NXnX

− 1)(NYnY − 1), the matrix AFE has a multidiagonal form with
(2nX + 1)(2nY + 1)(2nZ + 1) nonzero diagonals (one main di-
agonal and a complicated pattern of sub- and superdiagonals).
The number of such diagonals increases rapidly with increas-
ing order of the finite elements. For trilinear elements, where
n = nX = nY = nZ = 1, there are 27 such diagonals. For
n = 2, 3, 4, 5, the numbers are 125, 343, 729, 1331,
respectively. Clearly, with increasing n (assuming a fixed
number of grid points, meaning that the total number of
elements decreases), the cost of a single matrix–vector mul-
tiplication grows significantly. Moreover, although the more
flexible higher-order finite-element shape functions are ex-
pected to provide a better description of the molecular po-
tential than the lower-order functions, they are more likely to
produce a linearly dependent GF basis set, see Sec. III B.
Therefore, by numerical experimentation, we must find a
value of n that offers the best compromise of computational
efficiency, accuracy, and reliability of the final results.

The AFE matrix is usually very sparse. The number
of nonzero elements is approximated from above by (NXnX

− 1)(NYnY − 1)(NZnZ − 1) × (2nX + 1)(2nY + 1)(2nZ + 1)
out of the total number of [(NXnX − 1)(NYnY − 1)(NZnZ

− 1)]2 elements, so the sparsity ratio is roughly propor-
tional to 8/(NXNYNZ). Since larger � implies a larger number
of finite elements NXNYNZ, the sparsity becomes more pro-
nounced for larger molecular systems.
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E. Integrals involving only Gaussian functions

Integrals involving only Gaussian functions appear in
Points 4c, 5b, and 8a on the list in Sec. IV. The first of
these integrals can be calculated as twice the integrals of
the kinetic-energy operator. The prescreening techniques in
the LSDALTON18 package significantly reduce the computa-
tional cost of their calculation, allowing us to reach the linear-
scaling regime for large systems.

The remaining integrals were computed using a dedicated
routine for three-center overlap integrals developed following
the scheme in Ref. 22. In this case, we expand three-center
overlap distributions in one-center Hermite Gaussians about
the product center, taking advantage of the fact that integra-
tion over a single Hermite Gaussian gives zero except in the
totally symmetric case.20 The three-center overlap routine is
very efficient, especially when the contraction of integrals
with the density matrix elements in Point 5b or with the dG

vector in Point 8a is performed at an early stage of computa-
tion, in the spirit of the J-engine approach combined with the
McMurchie–Davidson formalism.23

The formal cubic scaling of the number of three-center
overlap integrals with the system size is reduced by consid-
ering only significant three-center overlap distributions. We
assume that the three-center overlap distribution is significant
if, for all pairs of the three orbitals in the product, the distance
between the orbital centers is smaller than the sum of their
extents, as obtained with the cutoff δ = 10−12, see Sec. V A.
In this manner, a large fraction of computation time is spent
on overlap integrals for orbitals located on the same center.
We account for the fact that many of them vanish identically
from symmetry considerations—that is, when three angular-
momentum quantum numbers of the orbitals do not obey the
triangle inequality or when their sum is an odd number.

F. Mixed integrals

Integrals involving both finite-element shape functions
and Gaussian functions appear in Points 4b, 5a, and 8b on
the list in Sec. IV. These integrals can be calculated by the
McMurchie–Davidson approach.

Let us assume that we have a finite element with ori-
gin F = (XF , YF , ZF ) and Cartesian widths dX, dY, dZ,
and that the Gaussian overlap distribution is expanded
in Hermite Gaussians with exponents p centered at
P = (XP , YP , ZP ). Since the finite-element shape functions
and Hermite Gaussians are both separable as tensor prod-
ucts of one-dimensional functions (the former by a specific
construction used by us), the necessary three-dimensional
integrals are evaluated efficiently by multiplication of one-
dimensional ones. Therefore, the only quantities to be com-
puted are of the form

Int =
∫ XF +dX

XF

(x − XF )n
(

∂

∂XP

)t

exp
(−p(x − XP )2) dx.

(22)
It is difficult to express these integrals as scaled derivatives
of integrals over spherical Gaussians as done in Ref. 22 since
their integration limits depend on the Gaussian coordinates

(note that XF = XP + XFP, where XFP = XF − XP is fixed) so
we cannot take the differential operator outside the integra-
tion sign. Instead, after inserting the relation (∂/∂XP)exp (−p
(x − XP)2) = −(∂/∂x)exp (−p(x − XP)2), we may evaluate Int

directly from the formula

Int =
∫ XFP +dX

XFP

(x − XFP )n(−1)t
(

∂

∂x

)t

exp
(−p x2

)
dx.

(23)
Integrating by parts, we arrive at the following analytical re-
currence relations

I00 =1

2

√
π

p
erf (

√
px)

∣∣∣∣
XFP +dX

XFP

, (24)

I10 = − 1

2p
exp (−p x2)

∣∣∣∣
XFP +dX

XFP

− XFP I00, (25)

In>1,0 = − 1

2p
dn−1

X exp (−p(XFP + dX)2)

−XFP In−1,0 + (n − 1)

2p
In−2,0, (26)

I0,t>0 = − �t−1(x)

∣∣∣∣
XFP +dX

XFP

, (27)

In>0,t>0 = − dn
X�t−1(XFP + dX) + nIn−1,t−1, (28)

where �−1(x) = 0, �0(x) = exp (−p x2), and �t(x) for t > 0
is defined by the following recurrence relation

�t (x) = 2p
(
x�t−1(x) − (t − 1)�t−2(x)

)
. (29)

To obtain the final integrals, the one-dimensional integrals in
the X, Y, and Z directions are multiplied together, followed
by Hermite-to-Cartesian and Cartesian-to-spherical (if neces-
sary) transformations and orbital contractions.

Linear scaling of computation time is achieved by con-
sidering only the significant Gaussian overlap distributions
and by exploiting the localized character of the finite-element
shape functions and of the Gaussian overlap distributions.
The significance of a two-center overlap distribution is again
measured by comparing the distance between orbital centers
with the sum of orbital extents obtained with δ = 10−12, see
Sec. V A. For a given overlap distribution, the integrals are
calculated only with shape functions from a group of adja-
cent finite elements that have a nonempty intersection with
a sphere where the distribution is localized. Determination
of the overlap-distribution extent is straightforward for in-
tegrals in Point 4b (with one Gaussian function). Here, the
sphere radius is calculated as the orbital extent with
δ = 10−12/(dXdYdZ), where the denominator is the volume
of the finite element. Computation of these integrals is very
fast. For the integrals in Points 5a and 8b, we employ a more
involved procedure for finding the position and extent of a
two-center overlap distribution.

G. Solving the system of linear equations

As mentioned above, the finite-element part of A need
not be constructed explicitly and stored. Each time a
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matrix–vector multiplication is performed, its result can be
computed using precalculated reduced information. There-
fore, iterative methods for solving systems of linear equations
are best suited for the GFC method; we employ the conjugate-
gradient (CG) algorithm.24 To accelerate convergence, the CG
method is usually used with a carefully chosen preconditioner
M, such that M−1A ≈ I and where M−1 is easy to calculate.
Each block of the A matrix in the GFC method has a differ-
ent character: AFE is very large but sparse and well structured,
AG is several orders of magnitude smaller but dense, while the
off-diagonal blocks Amix and

(
Amix

)T
have intermediate spar-

sity and the most random, system-specific pattern of zero and
nonzero elements.

We use a preconditioner M in the form of a
block-diagonal matrix with the symmetric-successive-over-
relaxation (SSOR)24 preconditioner in the finite-element
block

MFE = (D + ωL)D−1(D + ωU), (30)

where D, L, and U = LT are the diagonal, lower triangular,
and upper triangular parts of AFE, respectively. For the Gaus-
sian block, we use the AG matrix itself

MG = AG, (31)

while zero matrices are used for the mixed part. We note that
multiplication of (MFE)−1 with a vector can be performed
by using the reduced information that is generated to model
the multiplication of AFE with a vector. Moreover, with a
proper implementation, the two multiplications have compa-
rable computational costs. Since MG is small and dense, and
since we need to perform multiplication of the fixed (MG)−1

matrix with a vector in every CG iteration, it is best to perform
the LU factorization of MG before entering the CG procedure,
and then, during the iterations, to utilize the decomposed form
of MG to calculate the result of multiplying (MG)−1 with a
vector. The operation count for the LU factorization and cal-
culations with the factorized form of a matrix scale as O(N3

G)
and O(N2

G), respectively, where NG is the number of auxiliary
Gaussian basis functions, but the former is performed only
once and prefactors of both are sufficiently small that it does
not become a bottleneck for moderately large systems. Even
for NG of the order of several thousands, the time spent dur-
ing the entire CG procedure on the Gaussian part of a vector
is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that spent on the
finite-element part.

Numerical tests show that, even with the naive choice of
ω = 1.0 in the SSOR preconditioner in Eq. (30), it is possi-
ble to reduce the number of CG iterations needed for conver-
gence by a factor of 20 or more for all systems considered here
(compared with the CG solver used without preconditioner),
while only doubling the cost of a single iteration. An addi-
tional 20% reduction in the number of iterations is achieved
by a careful optimization of ω. Only for low-order finite el-
ements, such as the trilinear (n = 1) or triquadratic (n = 2)
elements, a significant dependence of the optimal ω on the
minimal grid mesh size hFE is observed. In the limit of small
hFE, the optimal value of ω is close to 2.0; it then decreases
with increasing hFE. For higher-order finite elements, the de-
pendence is much weaker for a wide range of tested hFE. We

recommend using the fixed value of ω = 1.5 in the precondi-
tioned CG solver of the GFC method.

VI. RESULTS

The accuracy of the GFC method is tested and analyzed
by comparing the Coulomb energies calculated with the GFC
method with those obtained using the traditional J-engine
method as implemented in the LSDALTON.18, 23

A. Test systems and basis sets

The tests were performed for the axial one-dimensional
alanine α-chains C3uNuOu + 1H5u + 2 denoted “alanine(u)”
with 1 ≤ u ≤ 70 (using model geometries) and
for the tetrahedral three-dimensional diamond fragments
C(2u + 3)(u + 2)(u + 1)/6H2(u + 2)(u + 1) denoted “diamond(u)” with
0 ≤ u ≤ 9 (using rCC = 1.545 Å and rCH = 1.087 Å). For
these molecules, the converged electronic densities were gen-
erated at the Hartree–Fock level of theory using 6-31G**25, 26

and SVP(Dunning–Hay)27 basis sets. Although the two sets
are similar in structure (valence double-zeta with polariza-
tion functions on all atoms), the SVP basis gives somewhat
longer computation time since it contains more diffuse func-
tions; domains � determined as described in Sec. V B are
larger (for example, with δ� = 10−9, the basis-set extent of
carbon is 13.5a0, while for 6-31G** we obtain 11.2a0) and
less integrals are omitted due to screening. Moreover, since
the s and p shells in the SVP basis have different exponents,
certain simplifications that are possible with the 6-31G** ba-
sis cannot be utilized with the SVP basis. Because of the high
cost of obtaining the Hartree–Fock densities in the SVP basis
for the largest systems, alanine(70) and diamond(9), only the
6-31G** basis was used for these systems.

The quality of the GF basis set needed to expand the
electronic potential was controlled by varying the parame-
ters defining the finite-element part (n = nX = nY = nZ and
d = dX = dY = dZ, see Sec. III A) and the parameters defining
the Gaussian part (αG

min, γ H, and γ 1st = γ C = γ N = γ O, see
Sec. III B).

For all atom types Z, the exponents optimized for the
expansions of the atomic potential in �Z Gaussians do not
depend strongly on the basis (6-31G** or SVP) used in the
ROHF calculations to describe the density in the free atom,
especially when �Z is smaller than about 40. For longer ex-
pansions, the differences are noticeable only for the largest
exponents. The corresponding tight functions appear with co-
efficients 10−3 or less and describe details in the innermost
part of the potential, within 0.01a0 from the nucleus. The
atomic Coulomb energy changes by 10−6Eh or less when ex-
pansions obtained from optimizations with one orbital basis
set are used in the GFC calculations with the other orbital
basis. Therefore, instead of generating the Gaussian part of
the GF basis from expansions of atomic potentials optimized
specifically for a given orbital basis set, we employed expan-
sions obtained with a third basis, which gives ROHF atomic
densities of similar quality as that given by the 6-31G**
and SVP bases. Specifically, we used the aug-cc-pVTZ basis
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TABLE I. Error in the Coulomb energy, �EJ (in Eh), calculated for alanine(1) in the 6-31G** basis set with the
GFC method. The parameters defining the finite-element part of the GF basis are fixed at n = 3 and d = 1.8a0, and
only parameters defining the Gaussian part are varied (with γ H = 0). Underlined is the result for a combination
{αG

min = 0.5, γ 1st = 8}, utilized in calculations for larger systems. The numbers in parentheses for γ 1st = 8 show
the number of CG iterations needed to solve the system of linear equations.

αG
min

γ 1st 100.0 50.0 20.0 10.0 5.0 2.0 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1

1 11.645 7.751 2.446 2.303 4.480 8.920 10.678 15.483 15.483 15.483
2 11.308 7.383 2.377 0.850 0.381 0.577 1.046 2.246 3.466 10.572
3 11.018 6.807 2.379 0.766 0.267 0.0937 0.141 0.276 0.879 1.432
4 10.728 6.467 2.130 0.685 0.287 0.0728 0.0353 0.0426 0.132 0.241
5 9.852 6.024 2.105 0.734 0.277 0.0642 0.0285 0.0179 0.0279 0.0593
6 6.907 1.884 0.668 0.266 0.0703 0.0251 0.0141 0.0136 0.0204
7 2.104 0.625 0.235 0.0621 0.0267 0.0145 0.0109 0.0130
8 0.685 0.226 0.0620 0.0248 0.0128 0.0106 0.0107

(85) (89) (106) (161) (242) (409) (719)
9 0.243 0.0594 0.0259 0.0133 0.0108 0.0121
10 0.0655 0.0247 0.0129 0.0109 0.0102
11 0.0253 0.0126 0.0108 0.0105
12 0.0135 0.0105 0.0109
13 0.0104 0.0111
14 0.0104 0.0097
15 0.0107

set,28, 29 expanding the ROHF orbitals in the s functions of this
basis for hydrogen, and in the s and p functions for the first-
row elements. The fixed set of optimized expansions of the
atomic potentials can be used in the GFC calculations with
other orbital basis sets, as long as they do not provide a sig-
nificantly more accurate description of atomic densities than
that obtained with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.

B. The choice of αG
min and γ 1st

In Table I, we present, for auxiliary Gaussian basis sets
with different αG

min and γ 1st, the error in the Coulomb energy,
�EJ, defined as the difference between the energy obtained
from the “exact” J-engine procedure and that obtained from
the GFC method

�EJ = E
J eng
J − EGFC

J = 1

2

∑
ab

DabJ
J eng
ab − 1

2

∑
ab

DabJ
GFC
ab ,

(32)
where Dab are the density-matrix elements associated with the
electronic density ρ(r) and Jab are the Coulomb integrals cal-
culated by the traditional J-engine method as implemented in
the LSDALTON18, 23 or by the GFC method as described here.

In all cases, the finite-element part of the GF basis is the
same, the values n = 3 and d = 1.8a0 being equal to those used
in Refs. 1 and 2. Since the hydrogen potential has a less pro-
nounced peak close to the nucleus than the potentials of heav-
ier elements, it is more easily reproduced by finite-element
shape functions. The addition of Gaussians is therefore ex-
pected to be less critical for hydrogen than for the heavier
atoms. Moreover, the hydrogen potential is strongly affected
by the molecular environment. For these reasons, we have
used γ H = 0 in this part of the study. The results in Table I
are for alanine(1) in the 6-31G** basis but similar tests in the

SVP basis and for diamond(2) in both basis sets (as well as
with other values for n and d) follow the same pattern.

We first observe that, according to the prescription in
Sec. III B, as either αG

min or γ 1st is reduced with the other
parameter fixed, the Gaussians included in the GF basis are
taken from shorter and shorter expansions �Z, and thus pro-
vide a less and less accurate representation of the entire
atomic potential. If γ 1st is set to a too small value—say, four
or less—then the auxiliary Gaussians eventually become too
diffuse as αG

min decreases and the effect of their addition be-
comes less significant. In fact, with γ 1st = 1 and αG

min ≤ 0.5,
the error in the Coulomb energy is virtually the same as
when the GFC calculations are performed without auxiliary
Gaussians—that is, when using a pure finite-element basis set.

Another effect for small γ 1st is that the error reaches a
very clear minimum for some value of αG

min. This means that
the accurate description of the potential near the nucleus (pro-
vided by steep Gaussians) is less important than the shape
of the potential at intermediate distances—that is, still small
enough that the variations of the potential cannot be effec-
tively modeled by finite-element shape functions. With in-
creasing γ 1st, the coverage of all important length scales be-
comes more balanced. Finally, for γ 1st = 8 and larger, the
errors in the Coulomb energy are effectively saturated (we ob-
serve no further reduction of errors). Therefore, with γ 1st = 8
and a properly chosen αG

min, the highest accuracy is obtained
at lowest cost.

From Eq. (17), we find that the acceptable values of αG
min

should be 0.2–0.3 or larger, for both 6-31G** and SVP. From
Table I, it is clear that, when αG

min decreases and finally ap-
proaches this limit, the errors in the Coulomb energy reach
their minimum (here we consider only the case γ 1st = 8).
At the same time, the linear dependence of the GF basis set
becomes more pronounced, giving less stable computations.
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FIG. 2. Error in the Coulomb energy, �EJ, calculated for alanine(1) with the 6-31G** basis set using the GFC method. The parameters αG
min and γ 1st defining

the Gaussian part of the GF basis set are fixed at {αG
min = 0.5, γ 1st = 8}. The parameter γ H and the parameters n and d defining the finite-element part of the

GF basis set are varied.

While the number of conjugate-gradient iterations needed to
solve the system of linear equations grows considerably, the
rate at which the accuracy improves slows down. When αG

min
is reduced from 1.0 to 0.5 and then from 0.5 to 0.2, the error
�EJ is reduced by 48% and 17%, respectively, at a cost of
increasing the number of iterations by 50% and 69%. If αG

min
is further decreased to 0.1, no additional gain in accuracy is
observed but the computation time becomes longer by 76%.

Based on the above discussion, we recommend the val-
ues αG

min = 0.5 and γ 1st = 8 as giving the best compromise of
accuracy, computational cost, and numerical stability of the
GFC calculations. With this choice, eight Gaussian functions
with exponents ranging from 424.340 down to 0.458 726 for
carbon, from 481.322 down to 0.497 322 for nitrogen, and
from 525.641 down to 0.468 117 for oxygen, are extracted
from the optimal expansions of the atomic potentials with
lengths �C = 31, �N = 30, and �O = 29, respectively.

From Table I, we see that these values of αG
min and

γ 1st combined with γ H = 0, n = 3, and d = 1.8a0 give
a GFC Coulomb energy error for alanine(1) equal to �EJ

= 0.012 8 Eh—that is, 0.002 13 Eh per non-hydrogen atom.
This error should be compared with �EC

J = 0.000 007 Eh,
�EN

J = 0.000 016 Eh, and �EO
J = 0.000 031 Eh obtained in

atomic calculations where the entire atomic potentials are rep-
resented by optimal Gaussian expansions of the lengths �C,
�N, and �O specified above. Clearly, there is room for im-
proving the GFC accuracy by adjusting values of the parame-
ters γ H, n, and d.

C. The choice of γ H and n

Figure 2 shows how variations in γ H and in n influence
the error in the GFC Coulomb energy for fixed αG

min = 0.5 and
γ 1st = 8 as recommended above. Alanine(1) and diamond(2)

with both basis sets behave in a similar manner and only the
alanine(1) results in the 6-31G** basis are shown. For a given
finite-element order n, the width d is adjusted so that all com-
putations are carried out with the same set of grids, with mesh
size h = d/n ranging from 0.4a0 to 1.2a0.

The impact on the error of adding Gaussians to hydrogen
is smallest for trilinear finite elements (n = 1). When γ H = 1,
the error for n = 1 is reduced by 10.7% relative to the error
without Gaussians on hydrogen. A second Gaussian (γ H = 2)
reduces the error by additional 0.7%, whereas a third Gaus-
sian increases the error slightly.

Larger n are more sensitive to γ H. For n = 2, the er-
rors are on average reduced by 31.0%, 40.1%, and 40.3%,
respectively, when one, two, and three Gaussians are added
to each hydrogen atom. For n = 3, 4, the error reductions
depend strongly on the value of the grid mesh size h. For ex-
ample, when n = 3, the reductions for γ H = 1, 2, 3 are 16%,
36%, and 41%, respectively, for the smallest h, while for the
largest h we obtain errors smaller by 44%, 53%, and 54%.
In any case, most of the error reduction is achieved already
with γ H = 2. This is most easily seen in Fig. 2, where we
observe that, for a given n, the most pronounced lowering of
curves occurs when γ H changes from 0 to 1. The lowering is
smaller when γ H changes form 1 to 2, but the curves for γ H

= 2 and γ H = 3 are almost indistinguishable. Therefore, we
recommend γ H = 2 (still with αG

min = 0.5) in generating the
Gaussian part of the GF basis set. In our approach, the two
Gaussians with exponents 1.838 79 and 0.456 754 are taken
from the optimal expansion of �H = 11 Gaussians. With this
expansion, the error in the atomic Coulomb energy for hydro-
gen is �EH

J = 0.000 152 Eh.
The possibility of using rather small value of γ H = 2 is of

importance for hydrogen-rich organic systems, as this gener-
ates smaller GF bases lowering the computational cost of the
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FIG. 3. Error in the Coulomb energy divided by the number of atoms, �εJ, calculated using the GFC method for alanine α-chains (upper) and diamond
fragments (lower) with the 6-31G** (left) and SVP(Dunning-Hay) (right) basis sets. Each line corresponds to a different choice of the finite-element size d
[value of d increases from bottom (d = 1.2a0) to top (d = 3.0a0)], while other parameters defining the GF basis set are fixed. The boundary conditions were
calculated analytically.

GFC calculations. Moreover, since the overall impact of γ H

on the accuracy of the GFC method is not very strong (errors
are reduced at most by half), we can take γ H = 0 when the
number of hydrogen atoms is small compared with the total
number of atoms.

In Fig. 2, we see that the influence of the value of n
on �EJ can be more significant than that of γ H. In partic-
ular, when n changes from 1 to 2, the error is reduced by
about one order of magnitude. By increasing n from 2 to 3,
we achieve a smaller improvement, by a factor of 2–3. A fur-
ther increase in n to 4 increases the computational cost con-
siderably, while only slightly reducing the error. With n = 4,
the linear dependence of the GF basis set is more pronounced
compared with n = 3, and the number of iterations needed
to solve the system of linear equations is twice as high. This,
combined with the fact that, as discussed in Sec. V D, the
finite-element part of A becomes less sparse, results in nearly
one order of magnitude longer computation time. Therefore,
we recommend using the tricubic finite-elements (n = 3),
as representing the best compromise between accuracy and
efficiency.

It is interesting to note that the rate at which the error
decreases with decreasing h depends on n. A regression power
fit, applied to all data points for a given n and γ H = 2, shows
that the errors vanish like h2.0 for n = 1, and even faster, like

h3.4, h3.8, and h3.6, for n = 2, 3, 4, respectively. Again, the
tricubic finite elements, giving the fastest decay, prove to be
the optimal choice for using in the GFC calculations.

D. Errors for larger systems with variable d

The GFC calculations for larger systems, discussed in the
remainder of this article, were all performed using GF basis
sets with αG

min = 0.5, γ 1st = 8, γ H = 2, and n = 3, since, as
shown above, with these values the GFC method works in the
most efficient way. The only free parameter is then the finite-
element size d. In the following, we analyze how accuracy,
computation time, and system-size scaling are affected by d
in the range d = 1.2a0 to d = 3.0a0.

In Fig. 3, we have plotted the error per atom, �εJ, in
the Coulomb energy obtained from the GFC method (�EJ di-
vided by the number of atoms) against system size for alanine
α-chains and diamond fragments. When the system is suffi-
ciently large, containing more than about two hundred atoms
or two thousand basis functions, then �εJ becomes indepen-
dent of the molecular size. For smaller systems, some irreg-
ularities in the behavior of �εJ are observed, but in general
smaller d provide better accuracy. It is interesting to note that
the asymptotic values of �εJ for a given d and molecular sys-
tem type virtually do not depend on the orbital basis set used
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FIG. 4. Error in the Coulomb energy divided by the number of atoms, �εJ, with respect to the finite-element size d (log-log scale), calculated using the GFC
method for alanine(50) (triangles) and diamond(8) (squares). The boundary conditions were calculated analytically. The presented results were obtained using
the 6-31G** basis set; the corresponding SVP results are virtually the same. Straight lines represent least-square fitted functions ∼d 4.0 for alanine(50) and
∼d 4.2 for diamond(8).

in calculations (the differences are clearly visible only in the
case of alanine α-chains when the finite-element widths d are
equal to 2.7a0 and 3.0a0). This observation supports our ear-
lier assumption that the optimal Gaussian expansions of the
atomic potentials used to generate the Gaussian part of the
GF basis set do not have to be optimized specifically for a
given orbital basis.

Figure 4 shows in detail the dependence of �εJ on d for
two systems of similar size, alanine(50) (503 atoms, 4774 ba-
sis functions) and diamond(8) (465 atoms, 4890 basis func-
tions). Both systems are large enough that the calculated er-
rors per atom are already saturated, see Fig. 3. All data points
are accurately fitted by the power functions of the form d4.0

and d 4.2, respectively. The fitted functional form of the depen-
dence of �εJ with respect to d for alanine(50) (exponent 4.0)
is similar to that observed in Fig. 2 for the smaller alanine(1)
system with γ H = 2 and n = 3 (exponent 3.8), although the
individual data points behave more regularly in the larger sys-
tem. The higher accuracy of the Coulomb energy calculated
for diamond(8) and the faster �εJ decay for this system may
be, at least partly, attributed to a more regular spatial arrange-
ment of the atoms in the diamond fragments than in the ala-
nine α-chains at short range.

E. Boundary conditions

Figure 5 shows the changes in the GFC accuracy caused
by replacing the exact analytical calculation of the boundary
conditions for the Poisson equation by the point-charge model
in Eq. (21). This figure should be compared directly with
Fig. 3.

A general observation is that the impact on the error of
employing the point-charge model is weak for large d and

becomes stronger as d decreases. The character of this im-
pact differs considerably, depending on system type and or-
bital basis. In the 6-31G** basis, the error per atom for short
alanine α-chains is large, and nearly the same irrespective of
the value of d. When the system becomes larger, �εJ con-
verges to the same asymptotic value as with exact boundary
conditions. The convergence with system size is fast for large
d but slows down as d decreases. The situation is opposite for
diamond fragments: although the accuracy for small systems
is, for all d, comparable to that with exact boundary condi-
tions, it deteriorates slowly for larger systems at rate that in-
creases with decreasing d.

Changes in the results obtained with the SVP basis set
have more interesting character. For alanine α-chains, we
again see that the error per atom converges to some limiting
value, but this value is now different from that obtained with
exact boundary values or in 6-31G** calculations with ap-
proximate boundary conditions. As the system size increases
and d is sufficiently small, �εJ eventually becomes negative.
With d = 1.5a0, negative errors appear for alanine(18); with
d = 1.2a0, they appear already with alanine(12). It means that
the Coulomb energy obtained from the GFC approach with
point-charge boundary conditions cannot any longer be con-
sidered as a lower bound to the correct energy and, therefore,
the GFC method loses its variational character. The appar-
ent lowering of curves obtained for the diamond fragments,
compared with those calculated with the 6-31G** basis set,
is probably also due to the fact that, with the SVP basis
and approximate boundary conditions, the GFC Coulomb en-
ergy converges to an incorrect limit when the finite-element
size decreases. This may be understood from the more dif-
fuse character of the SVP basis set, resulting in more diffuse
electronic density from the Hartree–Fock calculations. When
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FIG. 5. Error in the Coulomb energy divided by the number of atoms, �εJ, calculated using the GFC method (see the caption of Fig. 3 for details). In this case,
the boundary conditions were obtained from the point-charge-model formula, Eq. (21).

using the point-charge formula in Eq. (21), we assume that the
density is concentrated in the vicinity of nuclei and that no po-
larization or charge-transfer effects occur. If this condition is
not fulfilled, the boundary values of the potential calculated
using the point-charge model may deviate strongly from the
correct ones, especially for small �.

F. Computation time and scaling properties

Computation time of the GFC method with different
choices of d, compared with the computation time of the
J-engine approach, is presented in Fig. 6 for alanine α-chains
in the 6-31G** basis set. The GFC method has a much larger
prefactor which, additionally, strongly depends on the size of
finite elements (the prefactor being larger for smaller d), but,
due to a more favorable scaling with the system size, the GFC
calculations eventually become faster than the J-engine ones
for larger systems. For other combinations of system type and
basis set, this occurs for systems smaller than what we ob-
serve in Fig. 6.

In Table II, we analyze in detail the scaling properties of
the computation time in the GFC method. The table contains
exponents obtained from a regression power fit to data points
beyond one thousand orbital-basis functions, the CPU time
being measured in calculations with different d values, for all
combinations of system type and basis set, and either exact or
approximate boundary conditions. For the system sizes inves-

tigated here, the regression exponents are always smaller for
smaller values of d (which also give the highest accuracy and
a computation time with the largest prefactor) and increase
with increasing finite-element size (less accurate results and
smaller prefactor).

Unfortunately, the GFC method with exact boundary
conditions always scales worse than linearly with the system
size, almost quadratically for diamond fragments in the SVP
basis set when d = 3.0a0. Nevertheless, we observe a more fa-
vorable scaling than with the J-engine method. With the later
method, the exponent is about 2.1 for the axial, effectively
one-dimensional alanine α-chains, and 2.4 and 2.6 (depend-
ing on the basis set) for the compact, truly three-dimensional
diamond fragments.

When exact boundary conditions are replaced by approx-
imate ones, then the scaling is reduced—in particular for
small d values. Indeed, for the smallest d, we eventually reach
the linear-scaling regime. Still, in computations with larger fi-
nite elements, scaling is still worse than linear. Given that the
calculation of the point-charge boundary values takes essen-
tially no time, there must be another source of this behavior.

G. Computation time for individual parts

Table II also shows the scaling of the CPU time for the
individual parts of the GFC calculations—namely, the gener-
ation of the boundary conditions (“boundary conditions”), the
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FIG. 6. Time of computation of the Coulomb matrix using the GFC method for alanine α-chains with the 6-31G** basis set (log-log scale). Every line
corresponds to a different choice of the finite-element size d [value of d increases from top (d = 1.2a0) to bottom (d = 3.0a0)]. The boundary conditions were
calculated analytically. For comparison, the timings for the J-engine method are also shown.

calculation of integrals containing both the Gaussian func-
tions and the finite-element shape functions (“mixed inte-
grals”), the calculation of integrals containing only Gaussian
functions (“Gaussian integrals”), and the solution of linear
equations (“linear equations”).

These separate parts show a more well-defined scaling
behavior (most importantly, independent of the parameter d)

than the GFC method as a whole. Thus, the scaling of the
GFC method depends on the relative importance of these parts
as d varies. For example, in Fig. 7, we decompose the total
CPU time into its separate contributions for different d val-
ues in alanine(50)/6-31G** calculations. The low scaling of
the CPU time for small d is a consequence of the fact that,
in this case, the “linear equations” part (with linear or even

TABLE II. The scaling behavior of the computation time as a function of the number of basis functions in the
regular basis set. The table shows the exponents obtained from a regression power fit to data points beyond 1000
basis functions using the GFC method with different values of d and using the J-engine method. “Exact” and
“appr.” refer to the method, either exact or approximate, of calculating the boundary conditions. In parentheses,
the scaling behavior of the separate parts of the GFC calculations are given in the form: (boundary conditions,
mixed integrals, Gaussian integrals, linear equations).

6-31G** SVP(Dunning–Hay)

d [a0] Exact Appr. Exact Appr.

Alanine α-chains
1.2 1.22 0.99 (1.77, 1.07, 1.65, 0.96) 1.28 0.96 (1.74, 1.08, 1.64, 0.92)
1.5 1.35 1.04 (1.75, 1.07, 1.65, 0.96) 1.40 1.01 (1.73, 1.08, 1.64, 0.89)
1.8 1.44 1.15 (1.75, 1.07, 1.65, 1.03) 1.50 1.14 (1.73, 1.08, 1.63, 0.97)
2.1 1.54 1.24 (1.75, 1.07, 1.65, 1.01) 1.56 1.24 (1.72, 1.08, 1.63, 0.95)
2.4 1.58 1.34 (1.74, 1.07, 1.65, 1.00) 1.59 1.32 (1.72, 1.09, 1.63, 0.96)
2.7 1.61 1.41 (1.75, 1.07, 1.65, 1.01) 1.62 1.39 (1.73, 1.09, 1.63, 0.96)
3.0 1.62 1.46 (1.74, 1.08, 1.65, 1.06) 1.62 1.43 (1.73, 1.09, 1.64, 0.97)
J-engine 2.07 2.09

Diamond fragments
1.2 1.36 1.11 (1.82, 1.33, 1.89, 0.98) 1.54 1.18 (2.00, 1.45, 2.04, 0.94)
1.5 1.49 1.22 (1.82, 1.34, 1.88, 0.90) 1.65 1.30 (1.96, 1.46, 2.05, 0.80)
1.8 1.67 1.50 (1.86, 1.34, 1.89, 1.26) 1.81 1.58 (1.99, 1.46, 2.04, 1.16)
2.1 1.68 1.54 (1.84, 1.35, 1.89, 0.95) 1.83 1.65 (1.97, 1.47, 2.04, 0.86)
2.4 1.72 1.64 (1.82, 1.35, 1.88, 0.98) 1.89 1.76 (2.00, 1.47, 2.05, 0.92)
2.7 1.77 1.71 (1.84, 1.35, 1.89, 1.06) 1.88 1.81 (1.94, 1.48, 2.05, 0.88)
3.0 1.79 1.74 (1.85, 1.36, 1.89, 1.18) 1.92 1.87 (1.99, 1.48, 2.05, 0.96)
J-engine 2.40 2.61
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FIG. 7. Decomposition of the time for computation of the Coulomb matrix for alanine(50) with the 6-31G** basis set using the GFC method with different
choices of the finite-element size d. There is shown the time needed to generate the analytical boundary conditions, to calculate the mixed integrals and integrals
involving only Gaussian functions, and to solve the system of linear equations. The horizontal line represents the computation time for the J-engine method.
When the boundary conditions are obtained from the point-charge-model formula in Eq. (21), the time of computing the boundary values is so low that it would
not be seen in the scale of the figure.

sub-linear scaling) dominates the computations. With increas-
ing d, the importance of this part decreases fast (faster than
that of any other part) and the “boundary conditions” part
becomes the governing factor. However, even when the ex-
act calculation of the boundary values is replaced by the ap-
proximate one, the linear-scaling regime cannot be reached
since one of the remaining parts, the “Gaussian integrals”
part, scales in an unfavorable way. For systems larger than
those analyzed here, this scaling will eventually dominate the
overall scaling of the GFC method. The exponent of the scal-
ing function is 1.6 for alanine α-chains and as large as 1.9 and
2.0 (depending on the basis set) for diamond fragments.

As discussed in Secs. IV and V E, the integrals involv-
ing only Gaussian functions are needed to construct the Gaus-
sian part of the matrix A, the Gaussian part of the right-hand
side vector b, and the Gaussian contribution to the Coulomb-
operator matrix elements Jab. Note that the time of their com-
putation is completely independent of the finite-element size
d. The integrals in the last two cases are calculated using the
three-center overlap routine. The unfavorable scaling of the
“Gaussian integrals” part of the GFC calculations results di-
rectly from the fact that the number of significant three-center
overlap distributions grows faster than linearly with the sys-
tem size, at least with the procedure for recognizing such sig-
nificant distributions adopted by us.

VII. SUMMARY

We have investigated the accuracy and performance of
the GFC method for calculating the Coulomb-operator ma-
trix elements and electronic Coulomb energy for molecules of
different sizes. In the GFC method, we expand the Coulomb

potential associated with the electronic density in a mixed
GF basis set, consisting of finite-element shape functions and
atom-centered Gaussian functions. This choice is motivated
by the complementary advantages of these functions in de-
scribing the smooth long-range behavior of the molecular po-
tential and its rapid short-range variations near the nuclei,
respectively. The GFC method requires the calculation of one-
electron overlap integrals (at most three-center) and the solu-
tion of a system of linear equations. As all necessary inte-
grals are calculated analytically, the main source of error is
the composition of the GF basis set.

The quality of the finite-element basis is controlled by
fixing the order and size of uniform finite elements, while
there are many possible ways of generating the Gaussian
basis. In our approach, we utilize the most straightforward
method—taking the most compact Gaussians (with exponents
greater than some threshold value) obtained by expanding the
potential in free atoms in Gaussian functions alone. Unlike in
the original implementation of the GFC method in Ref. 1, we
use the ROHF method in the atomic calculations, providing
a fully symmetric atomic density and a fully symmetric po-
tential. The auxiliary Gaussian basis set can consequently be
composed of only s functions, significantly reducing its size.
We have shown that the (2s) set for hydrogen and (8s) set for
first-row elements [which should be compared with the sets
from Ref. 1—H:(3s), C:(7s3d), N:(8s), and O:(8s3d)] give the
best compromise between computational cost and accuracy
when combined with uniform cubic finite elements of a given
width, where the shape functions have the form of a tensor
product of third-order polynomials (tricubic finite elements).

The overall accuracy of the GFC method is limited by
the ability of the auxiliary Gaussian basis set to reproduce
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the potential near nuclei; beyond this limit, the accuracy is
related to the finite-element width d. The error of the calcu-
lated Coulomb energy divided by the number of atoms is in-
dependent of the molecular size and vanishes approximately
like d4 for the systems tested by us (assuming tricubic finite
elements). However, there is a trade-off between the accu-
racy and the computational cost—a smaller d requires longer
computation time. In our calculations, the relative error of
the obtained Coulomb energy always decreases with the sys-
tem size; for the largest systems, it is of the order of 0.001%
(large d) down to 0.000 01% (small d).

For sufficiently large finite elements, the GFC method is
insensitive to small changes in the values of the electronic po-
tential on the boundaries of the domain �. Also, the boundary
conditions needed to solve the Poisson equation can be gen-
erated at virtually no cost from a simple point-charge model,
involving only nuclear positions and charges. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that the potentials generated by the elec-
tronic density and by the nuclear frame are asymptotically the
same (up to the sign) for neutral systems. Unfortunately, when
this approximate model is used with small finite elements, the
results become less reliable as the GFC method loses its vari-
ational character.

Since the analytical generation of boundary conditions
is a very time consuming part of the GFC calculations (with
an unfavorable scaling of the cost with the system size), the
possibility of replacing it completely by the point-charge ap-
proach is very tempting. The use of the point-charge model
can be extended to smaller finite elements by enlarging the do-
main � (so that the electronic potential at the boundary points
is closer to its asymptotic form) but this influences other parts
of the GFC calculations, mostly the dimensions of the lin-
ear equations to be solved. Another possibility is to replace
the nuclear charges in the point-charge formula by charges
that better approximate the long-range part of the electronic
potential—for example, those obtained from a simple Mul-
liken or Löwdin population analysis. In this manner, the sim-
plified generation of boundary conditions can be performed
not only for neutral systems, but also for charged ones. Nev-
ertheless, for the smallest finite elements, the more accurate
analytical procedure for calculating the boundary potential is
probably inevitable. One such procedure, based on the FMM,
has been proposed in Ref. 2.

The scaling of the computational cost of the GFC method
strongly depends on the size of finite elements, at least for
the system sizes tested in our study. The overall scaling de-
pends on the relative importance of separate parts of the
GFC procedure, each of which shows a more well-defined
scaling property. Since the calculation of the boundary con-
ditions can be simplified or performed in linear time,2 and
since the solution of the linear equations scales linearly (or
even better) with the system size, the limiting step, which

eventually gives a worse than linear scaling of the compu-
tation time of the GFC method, is the calculation of integrals,
particularly three-center overlap integrals with three Gaussian
orbitals. This problem is more pronounced for compact sys-
tems of truly three-dimensional character. A possible solu-
tion would be to employ more advanced methods of recog-
nizing the significant overlap distributions or other screening
techniques.
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